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Executive Summary

Project Overview

The Music Blockchain Research Foundation introduces TunedCoin (TUC), a pioneering
cryptocurrency destined to revolutionize the music industry. As a non-profit organization
deeply rooted in the ethos of innovation and technological advancement, our mission
transcends the boundaries of traditional music commerce and copyright management.
TunedCoin is designed to serve as the backbone of a new digital ecosystem, aimed at
harnessing the untapped potential of blockchain technology to address longstanding
challenges within the music sector.

Problem Statement

The music industry, despite its vast evolution in the digital age, continues to grapple
with issues related to inefficient payment systems, opaque royalty distribution
mechanisms, and a lack of direct artist-to-fan engagement platforms. Artists and
creators often find themselves entangled in complex, intermediary-laden processes that
delay and diminish their rightful earnings. Moreover, the current infrastructure struggles
to provide a transparent, secure, and efficient framework for the myriad of transactions
and copyright management, leading to widespread inefficiencies and lost revenues.

Solution

TunedCoin (TUC) emerges as a comprehensive blockchain solution tailored for the
music industry, addressing its core inefficiencies head-on. By leveraging blockchain's
inherent features — transparency, security, and direct peer-to-peer transactions —
TunedCoin aims to streamline payment processes, simplify royalty tracking, and unlock
innovative avenues for artist revenue. The integration of TunedCoin with various music
industry platforms will enable a seamless utility token for a wide range of services,
including but not limited to, digital rights management, direct artist support, and
merchandise sales. Additionally, TUC will serve as a decentralized form of payment,
bridging the gap between artists, fans, and service providers, and fostering a closer,
more rewarding music ecosystem.



Unique Value Proposition

TunedCoin sets itself apart through its unwavering commitment to the music industry's
growth and the empowerment of its artists. Our unique value proposition lies in the
symbiotic relationship between TunedCoin and the Music Blockchain Research
Foundation's ongoing research endeavors. This partnership ensures that TUC is not
merely a transactional currency but a cornerstone in the foundation of a more equitable,
transparent, and thriving music industry. By integrating TunedCoin across a spectrum of
music industry platforms, we are paving the way for a future where blockchain
technology not only enhances the financial aspects of the music industry but also
enriches the creative and cultural experiences for artists and audiences alike.

Introduction

Background

The Music Blockchain Research Foundation was established with the vision of
harmonizing the power of blockchain technology with the vibrant, dynamic world of
music. Recognizing the transformative potential of blockchain, the Foundation
embarked on a journey to explore innovative solutions for the music industry's most
pressing challenges. TunedCoin (TUC), the Foundation's flagship initiative, embodies
this quest for innovation, representing a groundbreaking step towards redefining the
economic and creative landscape of the music industry.

Mission and Vision

Mission: To empower artists, creators, and stakeholders within the music industry
through the implementation of blockchain technology, thereby ensuring fair
compensation, enhancing transparency, and fostering direct connections within the
global music community.

Vision: A world where the music industry operates in a decentralized, efficient, and
equitable manner, unlocking new opportunities for creative expression and financial
empowerment for artists and industry participants alike.

Market Analysis

The global music industry has witnessed exponential growth, fueled by digital
distribution, streaming services, and innovative content delivery platforms. However,
this growth has not been without its challenges. Issues such as royalty disputes,
copyright infringement, and the centralization of distribution channels continue to



undermine the industry's full potential. Blockchain technology presents a compelling
solution to these issues, offering a decentralized framework for transparent
transactions and copyright management.

The adoption of cryptocurrency and blockchain solutions in the entertainment sector is
on the rise, with the music industry uniquely positioned to leverage these technologies
for sustainable growth. The global music market, valued at over $50 billion, is ripe for
disruption, with a significant portion poised to transition towards blockchain-based
platforms and currencies like TunedCoin for enhanced operational efficiency and value
distribution.

Target Audience

TunedCoin is designed to cater to a wide range of stakeholders within the music
industry ecosystem. Our primary target audience includes:

● Artists and Creators: Musicians, composers, producers, and independent artists
seeking fair compensation and direct engagement with their fanbase.

● Fans and Consumers: Music enthusiasts and supporters looking for authentic
ways to support their favorite artists and access exclusive content.

● Industry Professionals: Record labels, concert promoters, music publishers, and
rights management organizations in search of efficient, transparent systems for
royalty distribution and copyright management.

● Service Providers: Online music platforms, merchandise vendors, and event
organizers who will benefit from a secure, streamlined payment system.

By addressing the needs and challenges of these diverse groups, TunedCoin aims to
foster a more inclusive, equitable, and vibrant music industry for all participants.

Project Description

Overview

TunedCoin (TUC), initiated by the Music Blockchain Research Foundation, represents a
visionary step towards integrating blockchain technology with the music industry. As a
non-profit endeavor, the foundation and the token it oversees are dedicated to
pioneering research and the development of blockchain applications that address
critical challenges facing artists, producers, and various stakeholders in the music
sector. By capitalizing on the decentralized and transparent nature of blockchain,



TunedCoin is poised to revolutionize the way transactions, rights management, and
artist compensation are handled within the industry.

Governance and Management

The operational and governance model of TunedCoin and the Music Blockchain
Research Foundation introduces a novel approach to organizational leadership and
token oversight. With a structure that emphasizes community involvement and
democratic processes, the foundation is managed by an elected CEO, with elections
held at least biennially starting January 2025 or sooner. Chris Erhardt, a co-founder of
TunedCoin, serves as the initial CEO, highlighting the project's rootedness in expert
leadership and visionary founding principles.

This unique governance framework ensures that the direction of TunedCoin remains
aligned with the interests of its holders and the broader music industry community. The
elected CEO's responsibilities are scrutinized by a lifetime board comprising former
CEOs, who also manage non-token compensation and organizational hires, ensuring the
foundation's operations remain transparent, accountable, and driven by its mission.

Tokenomics and Distribution

With a total supply cap of 21 million TUC, the token's initial distribution and ongoing
minting strategy are designed to support the project's long-term sustainability and utility
within the music industry. Following the seed round, which successfully sold 1,869,370
TUC (30,630 will be burned, 254,000 are locked for 3 years from token launch), the
strategy for the remaining tokens encompasses:

● Music Industry Integration: Tokens will be minted for integration with music
industry platforms and companies, facilitating TUC's utility across a broad
ecosystem.

● Foundation Reserve: Annual allocations to the Music Blockchain Research
Foundation support ongoing research, development, and operational needs.

● CEO Compensation: A reserve of 500,000 TUC ensures a decade of token-based
compensation for foundation CEOs, with subsequent compensation transitioning
to fiat currency based on the organization's financial health.

● Liquidity: Ensuring TUC's market stability and facilitating easy exchange.
● Advisory and Contractor Rewards: Compensating the expertise that guides and

builds the TunedCoin ecosystem.
● Community Engagement: Airdrops, giveaways, and staking rewards incentivize

participation and support for TUC among the wider community.



Out of the original 21,000,000 TUC, after adjusting for the seed round sales and burning
the unsold tokens, we estimate a distribution for the 19,100,000 TUC as follows:

 Music Industry Platforms/Companies Integration: 10,000,000 TUC
● To serve as utility tokens within partner ecosystems, facilitating a broad

range of transactions and incentivizing adoption.
 Reserve for Music Blockchain Research Foundation: 2,000,000 TUC

● Released annually for 10 years to support research, development, and
operational costs, ensuring the foundation's activities are well-funded.

 CEO Compensation: 500,000 TUC
● Reserved to compensate the CEOs over 10 years, aligning leadership

incentives with the project's success.
 Liquidity: 2,000,000 TUC

● To ensure market stability and support exchange listings, providing a
buffer for trading activities.

 Advisor and Contractor Compensation: 500,000 TUC
● To attract and retain top talent and expertise essential for the project's

development and growth.
 Airdrops and Giveaways: 250,000 TUC

● For community engagement, marketing promotions, and to increase token
distribution among potential users and supporters.

 Staking Rewards: 3,250,000 TUC
● To incentivize token holding and participation in network security, offering

rewards for stakeholders.
 Miscellaneous and Future Projects: 600,000 TUC

● Reserved for unforeseen needs, new projects, and strategic initiatives that
may arise, ensuring flexibility in resource allocation.

This distribution model is crafted to foster growth, stability, and widespread adoption of
TUC within the music industry, while also ensuring the long-term viability and financial
independence of the Music Blockchain Research Foundation.

Confirmed Use Cases

TunedCoin's integration into the music industry is underscored by its diverse and
practical use cases:

 - Software Payments: TUC serves as a currency for purchasing MasterWriter
software.

 



 - Production Services: Tunedly offers music production services payable with
TUC.

 
 - Gift Services: Bring My Song To Life accepts TUC for its unique music gift

offerings.
 
 - Music Discovery and Royalties: TunedCoin's integration into the music industry

reaches a pinnacle of innovation with the introduction of Tunedly's music
discovery app, a platform that reimagines the music discovery process and artist
support mechanism. This application harnesses the power of anonymity and
blockchain technology to create a unique and engaging experience for music
lovers while offering tangible benefits to artists and listeners alike.

The Anonymous Discovery Experience

At the heart of Tunedly's music discovery app is the concept of anonymous listening
sessions. Users are presented with a selection of songs from both up-and-coming and
established artists, with all identifying information concealed. This approach ensures
that songs are judged solely on their artistic merit, free from biases related to the artist's
popularity, image, or previous work.

Listener Engagement and Rewards

Listeners play a crucial role in the discovery process, equipped with the ability to award
a "star" to songs they believe have the potential to become hits. Each user receives one
star per day, emphasizing the value and consideration that goes into each endorsement.

When a song garners a star and is later signed by Tunedly, in partnership with Spirit
Music Group, the event triggers a unique reward system:

 NFT Issuance: The listener who awarded the star receives a specially minted
NFT, symbolizing their role in discovering the song. This NFT serves as a digital
collectible, providing proof of the listener's keen ear for hit potential.

 TunedCoin Rewards: The first 100 listeners to award a star to the song also
receive TunedCoin rewards. This not only incentivizes early participation but also
ensures a wider distribution of TUC among the user base.

Royalty Distribution

The integration of TunedCoin into the platform's ecosystem extends to the distribution
of royalties. Once a song begins generating royalties, the system allocates 50% of these



earnings to the holders of the song's corresponding NFT. The distribution of royalties
among NFT holders is proportional to their TunedCoin holdings, ensuring that the value
derived from the music's success is shared with those who support and invest in the
ecosystem.

This model introduces a dynamic interplay between the discovery of new music,
blockchain technology, and the tangible rewards for participation. It encapsulates the
ethos of the TunedCoin project, leveraging the limited supply of TUC to underpin the
value of NFTs issued on the platform. As the supply of TunedCoin becomes more
scarce, the value of these NFTs, and by extension, the rewards for music discovery and
support, are expected to increase. This creates a self-sustaining cycle of value creation
and sharing that benefits all stakeholders in the music industry ecosystem, from artists
to fans.

By connecting music discovery directly to financial rewards and artist support, Tunedly's
music discovery app and TunedCoin redefine the relationship between music
enthusiasts and the artists they love. This innovative approach not only promotes a
deeper engagement with music but also paves the way for a more equitable distribution
of the industry's financial rewards, ensuring artists are fairly compensated for their
creativity and fans are recognized for their support and discovery efforts.

These are the confirmed use cases thus far. The Music Blockchain Research
Foundation is actively engaging in discussions with a diverse array of entities within the
music industry, including platforms and companies specializing in royalty distribution,
musical instrument sales, music education, among others. Announcements regarding
new partnerships and integrations will be made in due course.

Roadmap

● 2021: Tunedly initiates the TunedCoin project, laying the foundational vision.
● 2022: Development and completion of the smart contract; successful seed

funding round.
● 2023: Strategic efforts to expand use cases and partnerships, leading to the

pivotal decision to establish TunedCoin under the Music Blockchain Research
Foundation for greater autonomy and industry acceptance.

● 2024: Transition of leadership from Tunedly to the Music Blockchain Research
Foundation, with Chris Erhardt becoming the interim CEO. Preparations for
TunedCoin's inaugural exchange listing mark a significant milestone in bringing
TUC to the broader cryptocurrency and music industry communities.



This detailed roadmap reflects TunedCoin's strategic evolution and commitment to
establishing a decentralized, equitable, and innovative financial ecosystem within the
music industry. Through continued development, partnership expansion, and
governance refinement, TunedCoin is set to redefine the value exchange between
artists, fans, and industry stakeholders.

Technology Overview

Blockchain Platform: Polygon

TunedCoin leverages the Polygon blockchain for its underlying infrastructure, a strategic
choice reflecting Polygon's reputation for low transaction fees, high throughput, and an
eco-friendly proof-of-stake consensus mechanism. Polygon's framework provides an
ideal balance of efficiency and security, making it a perfect fit for the dynamic needs of
the music industry and the broader goals of the Music Blockchain Research Foundation.
By building on Polygon, TunedCoin benefits from the network's robust ecosystem,
facilitating seamless interactions and integrations with various decentralized
applications (DApps) and services.

Smart Contracts

At the core of TunedCoin's operations are its smart contracts, deployed on the Polygon
blockchain. These contracts govern the token's distribution, transactions, and the
innovative reward mechanisms that underpin the music discovery app and other use
cases. The smart contract code, viewable on PolygonScan, is meticulously crafted to
ensure transparency, security, and efficiency. It facilitates everything from token
transfers and staking rewards to the complex distribution of royalties to NFT holders,
embodying the project's commitment to fairness and innovation.

Interoperability

A key feature of TunedCoin's technology stack is its emphasis on interoperability.
Recognizing the fragmented nature of the music industry's digital landscape, TunedCoin
is designed to function seamlessly across various blockchain platforms and music
industry applications. This interoperability not only enhances the token's utility but also
ensures that it can adapt and integrate into a wide range of existing and future systems,
from digital rights management to direct artist support platforms.

https://polygonscan.com/address/0x5045060e391444fd29b5F543d0C6eF585b2758d1#code


Scalability and Performance

Understanding the importance of scalability and performance in achieving widespread
adoption, TunedCoin and its underlying technologies are optimized for high transaction
volumes without compromising speed or incurring significant costs. The use of the
Polygon blockchain plays a crucial role in this, providing a scalable solution that can
handle the demands of a global music industry ecosystem. This ensures that as
TunedCoin grows and the volume of transactions increases, the system remains
efficient, cost-effective, and accessible to users worldwide.

By combining the advanced capabilities of the Polygon blockchain with carefully
designed smart contracts and a focus on interoperability and scalability, TunedCoin sets
a new standard for technology in the music industry. It offers a robust, flexible, and
user-friendly platform that not only meets the current needs of artists, fans, and industry
professionals but is also poised to adapt and grow with the evolving landscape of digital
music and blockchain technology.

Tokenomics and Distribution

TunedCoin (TUC) introduces a meticulously planned tokenomics and distribution model
designed to support the long-term sustainability and growth of the ecosystem within the
music industry. With a total supply capped at 21,000,000 TUC, the model ensures
scarcity and value retention, critical elements for the token's utility and appeal to both
music industry participants and crypto investors.

Total and Circulating Supply

The fixed supply cap of 21 million TUC mirrors a strategy of controlled scarcity,
encouraging value preservation and stability over time. Following the initial seed round,
which successfully allocated 1,869,370 TUC to early backers, the circulating supply
began to take shape. A portion of these tokens, specifically 254,000 TUC, is locked for
three years post-initial exchange launch, further managing the token's early market
circulation. The unsold tokens from this round are set to be burned, reducing the
effective supply and emphasizing the commitment to value for existing and future token
holders.



Distribution Plan

The distribution strategy for the remaining tokens is carefully designed to align with the
project's goals and the broader needs of the music blockchain ecosystem:

● Integration with Music Industry Platforms: A significant allocation is reserved for
partnerships with music platforms and companies, ensuring TUC's utility across
various applications and services.

● Foundation Reserve: A portion of the tokens is annually released to the Music
Blockchain Research Foundation, funding research, development, and operational
expenses.

● CEO Compensation: A dedicated reserve for compensating the foundation's CEO
aligns leadership incentives with the project's success.

● Liquidity, Advisory, and Community Engagement: Allocations for liquidity,
advisory roles, and community engagement initiatives like airdrops and staking
rewards are crucial for maintaining an active and growing ecosystem.

Out of the original 21,000,000 TUC, after adjusting for the seed round sales and burning
the unsold tokens, we estimate a distribution for the 19,100,000 TUC as follows:

 Music Industry Platforms/Companies Integration: 10,000,000 TUC
● To serve as utility tokens within partner ecosystems, facilitating a broad

range of transactions and incentivizing adoption.
 Reserve for Music Blockchain Research Foundation: 2,000,000 TUC

● Released annually for 10 years to support research, development, and
operational costs, ensuring the foundation's activities are well-funded.

 CEO Compensation: 500,000 TUC
● Reserved to compensate the CEOs over 10 years, aligning leadership

incentives with the project's success.
 Liquidity: 2,000,000 TUC

● To ensure market stability and support exchange listings, providing a
buffer for trading activities.

 Advisor and Contractor Compensation: 500,000 TUC
● To attract and retain top talent and expertise essential for the project's

development and growth.
 Airdrops and Giveaways: 250,000 TUC

● For community engagement, marketing promotions, and to increase token
distribution among potential users and supporters.

 Staking Rewards: 3,250,000 TUC



● To incentivize token holding and participation in network security, offering
rewards for stakeholders.

 Miscellaneous and Future Projects: 600,000 TUC
● Reserved for unforeseen needs, new projects, and strategic initiatives that

may arise, ensuring flexibility in resource allocation.

Economic Model

The economic model of TunedCoin is constructed to encourage both stability and
growth. The use of a fixed total supply with strategic burning of unsold tokens creates a
deflationary pressure, potentially increasing the token's value as the ecosystem
expands. The distribution strategy supports this by ensuring that tokens are allocated in
ways that promote use and engagement across the music industry, from artists and
fans to industry platforms and service providers. The model is designed to balance
immediate utility with long-term value appreciation, providing a robust foundation for
the token's role within the music blockchain landscape.

By thoughtfully integrating these elements, the tokenomics and distribution framework
of TunedCoin aims to foster a vibrant, sustainable ecosystem that benefits all
stakeholders in the music industry, promoting innovation, fairness, and growth through
the strategic application of blockchain technology.

Governance

TunedCoin and the Music Blockchain Research Foundation embody a forward-thinking
approach to governance that prioritizes transparency, community involvement, and
decentralized decision-making. This governance structure is designed to ensure that the
project remains aligned with its core mission of revolutionizing the music industry
through blockchain technology while staying responsive to the needs and inputs of its
stakeholders.

Governance Structure

The governance of TunedCoin and the Music Blockchain Research Foundation is
underpinned by a unique leadership and oversight model. The Foundation is managed
by an elected CEO, a position that ensures dynamic and accountable leadership. This
CEO is elected every two years, with the inaugural election scheduled for January 2025.
Chris Erhardt, a co-founder of the token and a key figure in its initial development, serves
as the initial CEO, setting a high standard for leadership and strategic direction.



The CEO's role encompasses the overall management of the Foundation's operations,
strategic initiatives, and the stewardship of TunedCoin within the broader ecosystem.
However, the CEO's decisions and actions are subject to oversight by a board comprised
of former CEOs, who serve for life or until they choose to resign. This board not only
oversees the CEO but also plays a critical role in financial and operational decisions,
such as non-token compensation for the CEO and approval of new hires and their
salaries.

Voting Mechanism

The governance model incorporates a voting mechanism that empowers TunedCoin
holders, enabling them to have a direct say in key decisions, including the election of the
CEO. Each TunedCoin holder is eligible to nominate themselves for the CEO position or
participate in the voting process. This inclusive approach ensures that the leadership is
closely aligned with the community's interests and the project's long-term goals.

Votes are weighted according to the number of tokens a holder possesses at the time
of voting, implementing a proportional representation that acknowledges the stake each
member has in the project's success. For instance, a holder with 4 TunedCoins will have
twice the voting power of someone with 2 TunedCoins. This mechanism ensures a fair
and equitable distribution of influence among the community, balancing the need for
wide participation with the recognition of significant contributions and investments in
the ecosystem.

Outgoing CEOs are not only granted a lifetime position on the board but are also eligible
to nominate themselves for re-election up to three times, allowing for continuity and the
retention of experienced leadership within the governance structure.

This governance framework is designed to foster a robust, democratic, and efficient
decision-making process that aligns with the Foundation's vision and the broader
objectives of the TunedCoin project. By integrating community-driven governance with
strategic oversight, TunedCoin is poised to navigate the complexities of the music and
blockchain industries, driving innovation and adoption in a manner that is both inclusive
and accountable.

Legal and Regulatory Compliance

In navigating the complex and ever-evolving landscape of blockchain and
cryptocurrency, the Music Blockchain Research Foundation and its TunedCoin project



place a strong emphasis on legal and regulatory compliance. This commitment ensures
that the project not only adheres to current laws and regulations but also anticipates
potential future changes in the legal framework governing digital assets and blockchain
technology.

Compliance

The Foundation proactively engages with legal experts and regulatory bodies to ensure
that all aspects of TunedCoin's operation, from its token sale to its ongoing utility within
the music industry, are in strict compliance with applicable laws and regulations. This
includes adherence to anti-money laundering (AML) and know your customer (KYC)
regulations, securities laws, and any other relevant financial compliance standards
across jurisdictions. By prioritizing legal compliance, the Foundation aims to provide a
secure and stable environment for token holders and participants in the ecosystem,
minimizing risks associated with regulatory scrutiny.

Risks

Despite rigorous efforts to comply with existing regulations, the dynamic nature of
blockchain regulation presents inherent risks. Legal frameworks around
cryptocurrencies and digital tokens are still developing in many jurisdictions, leading to
potential uncertainties and challenges. The Foundation acknowledges these risks and is
committed to continuous monitoring of the regulatory landscape, ready to adapt its
practices and policies in response to new legal requirements.

Moreover, the decentralized and global nature of blockchain technology means that
regulatory changes in one jurisdiction can have ripple effects across the entire
ecosystem. The Foundation is prepared to navigate these complexities by engaging in
dialogue with regulatory authorities, seeking clarity on behalf of the project and its
community, and making informed adjustments to its operations as necessary.

In summary, the Music Blockchain Research Foundation's approach to legal and
regulatory compliance for TunedCoin is characterized by vigilance, adaptability, and a
proactive stance towards engagement with legal standards. This approach not only
mitigates risks but also reinforces the project's credibility and reliability, key factors in
its mission to transform the music industry through blockchain technology.



Team

The success of TunedCoin is driven by a dedicated and visionary team, led by founder
Chris Erhardt, a figure well-known for his deep passion for music and blockchain's
transformative potential within the industry. His leadership is complemented by the
expertise and experience of a distinguished group of advisors, each bringing their
unique insights and contributions to the project.

Chris Erhardt – Founder

Chris Erhardt's role as the founder of TunedCoin is the culmination of his extensive
experience in the music industry and his profound belief in the power of blockchain
technology to address its longstanding challenges. His visionary approach has been
crucial in shaping the project's direction, ensuring that TunedCoin aligns with the needs
of artists, fans, and industry stakeholders alike.

Advisory Team

● Mathew Knowles: As a music industry titan, Mathew Knowles brings invaluable
expertise in artist management and music production. His strategic insights have
been instrumental in guiding TunedCoin's integration within the industry.

● Harvey Mason Jr.: An acclaimed music producer and songwriter, Harvey Mason
Jr.'s involvement ensures TunedCoin benefits from deep artistic and production
knowledge, enhancing its appeal and utility to creators.

● Calvin Ram: With extensive experience in technology and entrepreneurship,
Calvin Ram offers crucial advice on scaling innovative technologies in
competitive markets, aiding TunedCoin's growth and adoption.

● Simon Chokoisky: A specialist in strategic development and digital innovation,
Simon Chokoisky's guidance helps shape the project's approach to blockchain
integration and the development of new features.

● Fran Strajnar: An expert in blockchain technology and digital currencies, Fran
Strajnar's expertise supports TunedCoin's technical development and ensures its
infrastructure is robust, secure, and forward-thinking.

This team's collective expertise covers a wide range of areas essential for TunedCoin's
success, from music industry dynamics and blockchain technology to strategic growth
and innovation. Together, they form a solid foundation for the project, poised to navigate
the challenges and opportunities of integrating blockchain technology into the music
industry. Their shared commitment to transparency, fairness, and innovation guides



TunedCoin towards achieving its ambitious goals, making it a pioneering force in
redefining the music industry's future.

Roadmap

The journey of TunedCoin, guided by the Music Blockchain Research Foundation, is
charted through a carefully constructed roadmap that outlines the project's past
accomplishments and future milestones. This roadmap reflects a strategic approach to
achieving widespread adoption and utility of TunedCoin within the music industry, while
also ensuring compliance, community engagement, and technological innovation.

Past Milestones

● 2021: The inception of TunedCoin by Tunedly marked the beginning of this
ambitious project, laying the foundational vision for integrating blockchain
technology with the music industry.

● 2022: The development and deployment of the TunedCoin smart contract on the
Polygon blockchain were key technical achievements. Additionally, the project
successfully completed its seed funding round, establishing early support and
financial backing.

● 2023: Efforts were concentrated on expanding the ecosystem, securing
partnerships, and exploring new use cases for TunedCoin. A pivotal decision was
made to transition TunedCoin to be managed by the Music Blockchain Research
Foundation, reinforcing its mission and ensuring a more decentralized
governance structure.

Upcoming Objectives

● First Half of 2024: A major milestone will be the listing of TunedCoin on its first
cryptocurrency exchange, significantly increasing its accessibility and visibility in
the market.

● 2024 and Beyond: The focus will shift towards scaling the project, with initiatives
aimed at broadening the token's integration across more music industry
platforms, enhancing its utility, and solidifying its position as the cryptocurrency
of choice in the music sector. Continuous improvements to the technology,
including updates for scalability, security, and user experience, will be prioritized.
Additionally, the Foundation will intensify efforts to navigate the evolving
regulatory landscape, ensuring compliance and advocating for policies that
support innovation in music and blockchain.



Throughout this journey, the Music Blockchain Research Foundation remains committed
to engaging with the TunedCoin community, soliciting feedback, and adapting strategies
to meet the ecosystem's needs. The roadmap is not just a set of goals but a living
document that will evolve as the project progresses, reflecting both achievements and
new opportunities to innovate and grow. By adhering to this roadmap, TunedCoin aims
to transform the music industry, making it more equitable, transparent, and connected
through the power of blockchain technology.

Initial Exchange Offering and Liquidity Strategy

TunedCoin is poised to achieve a significant milestone as it goes live on the crypto
exchange Azbit on March 15, 2024. This marks an important step in TunedCoin's
journey, offering broader access to investors and enhancing its visibility within the
cryptocurrency and music industries. In alignment with its commitment to ensuring a
stable and robust market for $TUC, the Music Blockchain Research Foundation has
devised a strategic plan for the utilization of funds raised during the IEO.

Consistent with its mission to foster a sustainable and vibrant ecosystem for $TUC, the
Foundation will redirect 80% of the proceeds generated from the IEO back into the
liquidity pool of the $TUC/BTC pair on Azbit. This substantial reinvestment into the
token's liquidity is designed to facilitate efficient trading, minimize price volatility, and
enhance investor confidence in $TUC's market presence.

The remaining 20% of the IEO proceeds will be allocated towards comprehensive
marketing efforts and initiatives aimed at expanding TunedCoin's reach. This includes
promotional campaigns, community engagement activities, and potential listings on
other exchanges to broaden $TUC's accessibility and appeal. Through these focused
investments, the Foundation aims to drive awareness, adoption, and the long-term
success of TunedCoin within the global music and cryptocurrency landscapes.

Conclusion

TunedCoin, spearheaded by the Music Blockchain Research Foundation and
underpinned by a distinguished team including founder Chris Erhardt and advisors from
across the music and blockchain industries, represents a groundbreaking initiative
aimed at revolutionizing the music industry. Through strategic use of blockchain
technology, TunedCoin seeks to address core challenges within the industry, from artist
compensation to transparent royalty distribution, thereby fostering a more equitable and
efficient ecosystem for artists, fans, and industry stakeholders alike.



Since its inception, TunedCoin has made significant strides, from the successful
deployment of its smart contract on the Polygon blockchain to the establishment of
pivotal partnerships and the development of innovative use cases that underscore its
utility and potential within the music sector. Looking forward, the roadmap outlines
ambitious goals that will further expand TunedCoin's integration into the music industry,
enhance its technological infrastructure, and navigate the complex regulatory landscape
to ensure long-term success and compliance.

As we continue to build on this foundation, we invite you to join us on this exciting
journey. Whether you're an artist, music enthusiast, blockchain advocate, or investor,
TunedCoin offers a unique opportunity to be part of a project that's set to redefine the
music industry's future. For more information, to stay updated on our progress, or to
become part of our growing community, visit our website at www.tunedcoin.com.
Together, let's tune into the future of music, powered by blockchain technology.

Appendices and References

Glossary

● Blockchain: A distributed ledger technology that allows data to be stored across
a network of computers around the world in a way that is secure, transparent,
and tamper-proof.

● Cryptocurrency: A digital or virtual currency that uses cryptography for security
and operates independently of a central bank.

● Smart Contract: Self-executing contracts with the terms of the agreement
between buyer and seller being directly written into lines of code.

● NFT (Non-Fungible Token): A type of digital asset that represents ownership or
proof of authenticity of a unique item or piece of content, using blockchain
technology.

● Polygon: A protocol and a framework for building and connecting
Ethereum-compatible blockchain networks.

http://www.tunedcoin.com/


● Tokenomics: A term that describes the economics of a cryptocurrency, including
factors such as its distribution, supply, and how it can be used.

References

This white paper is informed by the collective insights and information provided directly
by the TunedCoin project team, including foundational documents, project plans, and
strategic visions articulated by the team. External references to technologies, such as
Polygon blockchain and general blockchain concepts, are based on widely accepted
public knowledge and do not cite specific sources.

Contact Info

For further information, inquiries, or to get involved with TunedCoin, please visit our
official website:

● www.tunedcoin.com

Here, you can find comprehensive details about the project, updates on progress, and
contact forms for direct communication with the TunedCoin team. We welcome interest
from all corners of the music and blockchain communities and are eager to engage with
individuals and organizations passionate about shaping the future of music through
innovation and technology.

http://www.tunedcoin.com/

